H + -substrate cotransport by the melibiose membrane carrier in Escherichia coli.
Proton entry into anaerobic Escherichia coli in response to the addition of HCl was measured by monitoring pH changes in the external solution. Preincubation of cells in a Na+ -free medium containing melibiose or methyl-alpha-galactoside (alpha MG) stimulated the rate of H+ entry in response to the acid pulse. This melibiose- or alpha MG-dependent proton pathway appeared to be identical to the melibiose carrier, since the channel was only observed in melibiose-induced cells. Furthermore, this membrane pathway for protons showed the same temperature sensitivity as the melibiose carrier (active at 30 degrees but inactive at 37 degrees). These observations are consistent with the idea that the melibiose transport system provides a pathway for protons in the presence of appropriate substrates, but that the pathway is closed to protons in the absence of the sugar. Such observations indicate that there is an obligatory coupling between H+ flux and melibiose or alpha MG flux through the carrier when Na+ is omitted from the incubation medium.